Beowulf’s
Guide To
Monster
Killing

In this ultimate guide to monster
killing you learn all the information you
will need to be an amazing monster slayer
and kill deadly beasts .No one will ever
have known you were an ordinary person
once you have read this guide.

Weaponry
It is vitally important to have the correct and clean
weaponry. It is useful to take good care of your weapons:
they will rust and become unhygienic extremely quickly.
Mace
The mace is a very strong and powerful weapon but like all
weapons it is useless when not sharpened. It should be
cleaned with spring water.
Battle –Axe
The battle-axe is a very hard weapon to control because of
the heavy axe head .Despite this once you know how to

control it many people say it is one of the easiest weapons to
use. It is recommended that you bathe your axe weakly.
Sword
The sword should be made of the strongest steel or titanium
but everyone has their own opinion but it has to be metal
.The sword should be sharpened every 12 hours.

Armour
Your armour must have been fitted by a dark angel and be
enchanted with an elfish king’s tribal head piece and a devils
horn. It must be three centre meters thick and be washed
with enchanted water (this can only be found in the hidden
world of atlantes).

Preparing for battle
Before every battle you must say good bye to all your loved
ones because you may not come back from a battle: but a hero
will always die fighting.

Strategy
All heroes like their own kind of strategy my favourite is
distraction imagine you are behind a tree looking at a monster
but instead of running and attacking it you throw a goat
toward the monster, it distracts it so you can stab it in the
back.

Monsters You My Encounter
The Devilish Swamp Bat
The devilish swamp bat is a very strange beast because it
has wings but it live under water. No one knows much
about the devilish swamp bat. This makes it very deadly
WARNING - the deadly swamp bat
has fangs as long as swords!
The Deadly Cutie Pie
The deadly cutie pie looks like a kitten but underneath its fir
there are tens of thousands of spines that will paralyse you
with one prick once you ‘ve been pricked the cutie pie will take
you back to its lair (which is a dark cave)and will eat you in

one gulp. WARNING Don’t fall for its cuteness

Taking Care of Yourself
It is important that you keep safe when battling, these can
help .T hick armour, strong shields and protective
measures.

How to Choose Your Battles
And Secure Your Rewards
Remember not all monsters are worth fighting and you’ve
got to make sure you get your rewards the one way to do this
is to threaten .Threaten that you will kill them if they don’t
give you the reward.

